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The learning you child will be 

doing in each subject this term is 

based on a key question. 

The subsequent questions and 

vocabulary are some of the small 

steps they will take to achieve 

their answer.  

Please discuss these with your 

child to help support and reinforce 

the work they are doing in class. 

Music– Sport Anthems 

What do Christians believe about Incarnation? How do Sports anthems inspire us to do well? 

What do Christians believe about Jesus as the messiah? 

Christians believe that Jesus is the Messiah because through his crucifixion 

and resurrection he brought salvation to humankind.  

What do Christians mean by the word salvation? 

In Christianity, salvation is the ‘saving human beings from sin and its 

consequences, which include death and separation from God.’ 

What is a Sports anthem?  A song that is tied specifically to an area of Sport 
and traditionally represents it through music. 
 
Why are Sports anthems so popular? Sports anthems are a way for people 
to join in together to celebrate the sports that they support. They bring 
people together. 
 
How do we feel when we hear a Sports anthem? Sports anthems are 
powerful and rousing to listen to, they inspire positive feelings towards the 
Sport they belong to.  

Incarnation- an embodiment in flesh of a God among the people on Earth. 

Messiah- For Christians this means ‘the promised one’ who will deliver 

them from their sins. 

Saviour- a person who save someone from difficulty or danger.  

Anthem: The Italian word for ‘song’. 

Chords: A series of nates that song good when played together, chords are 

the basis for harmony. 

Crescendo– The loudest point in a build in dynamics or volume. 

 

Art– Tie Dye Geography– The Alps 

Can the clothes we wear inspire us to do well? What is life like in the Alps? 

Where did the fabric tie die effect originate from? 

The earliest written records about tie-dye come from China and Japan. 

How were the earliest tie die patterns made? 

People used natural dyes from berries, leaves, roots and flowers to colour 

clothing. 

Where are the Alps?  Be able to point on a map or globe to the area where 

the Alps can be found. 

What are the Alps like? Describe the area of the Alps with its snowy peaks, 

glacier valleys and dangerous conditions. 

What do people do in the Alps? Tourism : reasons people visit to ski, 

snowboard and climb. Industry: farming, animals, water power and villages. 

Vocabulary: 

Activator- Chemicals  used to fix dyes onto fabrics. 

Graphic- The image added on top of the tie dye effect. 

Scrunch design- Six types of scrunch design include; spiral crumple, 

bullseye, sunburst, stripes and box fold. 

Vocabulary: 

• climate -the weather conditions of that place 

• fold mountain -The mountain formation in geological terms. 

• glacier - slowly moving river of ice that compacts the landscape. 

• population -The people that live in a certain geological area 

• tourism - The visitors that a place regularly attracts. 


